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Outline
• Road-blocks to understanding the
“value-add” of energy efficiency
• What is the mission
• What are the priorities
• The cost/finance model
• The pain points
• Evaluation examples

Getting the conversation started
1. What strategies are you currently using to
maximize the efficiency of your campus?
2. Does your utility company offer any incentive
programs to help defer the cost?
3. What budget do the utility payments come
from? Do you have a financing stream and
what are the criteria to use it?
4. What challenge or issue do you have with
your ….(controls, lights, chillers, pumps, etc)
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Questions we ask other Energy Managers
• How did you find the partners
• What made one partner stand out from
another
• Why did we pick the technology and the
people we did
• Would we use them again
• Yes, because of….
How did your team prove the retrofit
worked and performed as advertised
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Prioritization - we try to get 5/6
important points in the 1st discussion
Questions we ask
• Does the retrofit add system
complexity, will it lead to increased
O/M costs

Complexity
6
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• How lean is the construction process

Alignment with
homework

4
3

Construction
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• Impact on business as usual

1
0

• Financial strength (both SPB and LCC)

• How much training will facility staff
need

Training
requirements

Change to business
as usual

Financial strength

• Alignment with the homework
C

Non Starters
• No “Show up and throw up”
• We can cut your lighting use by 50%
• We recently commissioned a building for
______ and saved them 40% on their electric
bill.
• Our product can increase the efficiency of
your _______ and save you _____
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Why are we here
At Caltech
The Facilities Department provides timely and cost effective facilities solutions and
services to the Caltech Community that meet the client's expectations for features
and quality. We exist to support the faculty, staff and students in the pursuit of the
Caltech Mission "to expand the human knowledge and benefit to society through
research integrated with education."

Our mission is to provide professional, quality service to the California
institute of Technology by an efficient, dedicated and well trained team.

At UCI

Facilities Management takes pride in sustaining the daily operation, repair, and
maintenance of UCI buildings and grounds. We also partner with our campus customers to
accomplish alterations, improvements, and renovations of physical facilities.
Facilities Management's principal goal is to support the campus' mission by maintaining
and operating the buildings and acreage that comprise UC Irvine. In doing so, we strive to
create an environmentally pleasurable atmosphere that ensures the health and safety of
the campus community as well as our visitors.
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Road Blocks
• Industry has relied too heavily on upfront calcs
• Over used statements such as
“cut your energy cost in half”
• Concern about being stranded
– Fundamental shift in thinking
energy retrofit partnership vs. one and done
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Standard Operating Procedures
• Establish program criteria early,

– communicate the go/no-go factors to the team

• SOP is an energy retrofit “play-book” that
outlines data acquisition requirements per
energy retrofit type
• Overview of basic ground-rules for
evaluating retrofit opportunities in
laboratory and other critical facilities
• Energy retrofit training requirements

• Detail project closeout requirements beyond
traditional punch/O&M/Warranty
• What is required upon acceptance to
“Prove the Efficiency Benefit”
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Projects Must:
Exhibit verifiable savings
♦
Contain a plan for periodic
measurement &
verification
♦
Return on Investment
greater than 15%

Questions that lead to project awards
• Integration, how can my solution integrate to
make the project jump the curve?
• Do you know the audience?
• Have you done your research?
• Can you identify a funding stream?
• Have you identified a win for each person
affected by the retrofit?
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Mutual understanding of criteria/goals
• Business
– success criteria, payback, NPV, other

• What is allowed in the calculation
– Avoided utility cost, maintenance efficiency,
deferred capital investment

• Is open book pricing important
• How is performance monitoring addressed
• Technology integration with business practices
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Cost Drivers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scope of the project:
Number and complexity of systems
Size of the facility
Equipment age and condition
Availability of trend data for baselines
Service provider rates
Level of on-site staff knowledge interfacing with the project
Is the site willing or able take advantage of their own expertise to keep costs
down or is turn-key preferred
• What estimating proxy’s are used, can we discuss upfront
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Avoided Utility Costs

Avoided Utility Costs

$3.00 / GSF / Yr

$1.00 / GSF / Yr

Lab Buildings

Office Buildings

Define the boundary conditions upfront
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Homework
• How much do I know about the facility?
– Google it
• Find out about square footage, age of buildings, type of
buildings
• Does the campus or company have environmental goals
or policies?

• How much do I know about the person I am
calling?
– Google / Linkedin
• Do they have a technical background?
• Have they completed projects like this in the past?
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Homework Example
Campus Energy Goals
• http://www.sustainability.caltech.edu/energy
–

Facilities Department Goals:
• Retro-commission all main campus buildings by 2015
• Integrate alternative energy sources (solar photovoltaic, fuel cells, etc.) where feasible
• Employ the Caltech Energy Conservation Investment Program (CECIP) to maximize impact of efficiency
initiatives
• Deploy the Caltech Enterprise Energy Management System (CEEMS) through campus buildings and the
website
• Track and assess progress for annual reporting

Campus Use and Cost
• https://sustainability.caltech.edu/documents/76-ceal_report.pdf
–
–
–

Caltech annually consumes 120 GWh of energy 3.9 million square feet (2.2 million square feet is research space), Caltech consumes roughly 300 MBTU of energy
per square foot, which is significantly higher than a typical UC Campus (180 MBTU per square foot) The average cost of Caltech electricity, $0.15 per kWh

Contact Person
• www.linkedin.com/pub/matthew-berbee/10/843/ba0
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–
–

Energy Manager at Caltech
Pepperdine University, The George L. Graziadio School of Business and Management

Homework Example
UC/CSU/IOU Energy Efficiency Partnership
• The University of California (UC), California State University (CSU), and Investor-Owned Utility (IOU) Energy
Efficiency Partnership is a unique, statewide energy efficiency program achieving cost-effective immediate and persistent peak energy and demand
savings. Moreover, it establishes a permanent framework for a sustainable, long-term, comprehensive energy management program at the thirty
three (33) UC and CSU campuses served by California's four large IOUs (PG&E, SDG&E, SCE and SoCalGas).

• Established in 2004-05, the UC/CSU/IOU Partnership significantly exceeded its goals, saving approximately 32 million kilowatthours and 1.5 million therms of gas. Peak demand savings were also targeted and achieved. As a result of this success, the program was renewed for
2006-08, and again for the 2009-2012 program cycle. Funding levels for the renewed program more than doubled on an annual basis, and energy
savings goals increased approximately four-fold.

The program employs four key strategies to meet its goals: energy efficiency retrofits, monitoring based
•

•
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commissioning (MBCx), emerging technology demonstrations, and training and education. This multifaceted approach delivers comprehensive
savings, fulfills key elements in UC and CSU sustainability policies, and contributes to California’s national leadership in energy efficiency and climate
change.
The Partnership capitalizes on the vast resources and expertise of the University of California, California State University, and California’s IOUs with
program administration assistance from Newcomb Anderson McCormick of San Francisco. It is funded by California’s investor owned utility
customers through Public Goods Charges (PGC) under the auspices of the California Public Utilities Commission.

http://www.uccsuiouee.org/

Homework Example
http://www.ehs.uci.edu/programs/energy/

• WOW, this is impressive, so I wont be telling Matt I can cut his
lab energy use in half
•
•

I’m thinking , “this is a tough customer”
I may know ways to integrate technology and service with his approach to
–
–
–
–
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improve retrofit efficiency
leverage smart sensor technology
DDC controls for operator ovverride (address the pain point in the industry, sustaining savings)
Sustain savings for the long term

Financing the Projects
Harnessing the utilities budget allows for financing of energy
saving projects with funding that is already allocated. The
challenge is to identify a bond, or loan source to allow this
money to flow.

UC Irvine uses
1.
2.

Energy Bonds – 15 year bonds sold by UC Office of the President
On Bill Financing – Loans at 0% interest made by the investor owned
utilities

Caltech uses
1.

Endowment Loan – Loans at 0% interest made from the endowment and
paid back with avoided utility cost that are budgeted to establish the
annual budget and then proven paid back with M&V quarterly.

Other Institutions use
1.
2.
I

Performance Contracting
Cap Ex

GRF vs. CapEx Vs. ESCO
Green Revolving Fund (GRF)
•
•
•
•

Partnership approach with agreed upon goals
Transparent process
No upfront cost during evaluation
Accountability through commissioning and M&V

Capital Expenditure (CapEx)
•
•
•
•

Upfront cost to design
No long term accountability
Traditional contracting approach is exit oriented
50% of Total Cost of Ownership is in operation
 Only 15% is in first cost

Traditional ESCO Model
•
•
•
•
C

Process not transparent
Larger debt, long term financing
Use of soft savings
“Black box” measurement & verification

Financing the Projects
UC Irvine 2009-2012
Total Project Cost 09-12

$40,099,489

Incentive Received 09-12

$9,874,112

Auxiliary Funded 09-12

$3,536,065

Bond 09-12

$26,689,312

Electrical Savings
(kWh/yr.)

33,907,444

Natural Gas Savings
(Therm/yr.)

1,739,550

Bond Payment of
($/yr.) $2,868,537

2009-11 Savings
$4,629,166

Reserves of ($/yr.)
$1,760,629
Ratio of energy savings to debt 1.61

2009 Utilities Budget
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$14,761,267

2012 Utilities Budget
$14,761,267

Financing the Projects
Caltech 2009-2012
Total Project Cost 09-12

$12 M

Incentive Received 09-12

$2.0 M

Avoided Cost

$3.5 M

2009 Utility Budget

2009 Utilities Budget
$19.7M
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Electrical Savings
(kWh/yr.

15,000,000

Natural Gas Savings
(Therm/yr)

700,000

2012 Utility Budget
Electricity

Electricity

Natural Gas

Natural Gas

Water

Water

CECIP

CECIP

2012 Utilities Budget
$15.6 M (includes $1M Budgeted Paybacks)

Best Practices
• Rule #1: Be sure everyone understands the
concept of avoided cost…and what it will
mean
The Mantra: “The cost to the utility budget during
a energy project does not change (vs. budget):
What does change is that a portion goes to utility
bills, and a portion to debt service
After the payback period there is a real $$
reduction in the utility budget”
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Best Practices
• Use Simple-Pay-Back as a proxy for risk and to
get things going; set the upper limit
– Manage the program portfolio beneath this cap
– SPB treats all cash-flows alike

• Calculate the NPV to evaluate financial
strength over asset life
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The accounting

At Caltech, projects are funded on a ‘trailing’ basis, based on cash expenditures

C

Established pain-points
DDC controls are an established ECM

“Building energy usage creeps up 3% per year”
in a post-retrofit period.You’re already investing in the
system,
California Energy Commission – Public Interest Energy Research Program,
2003this
add-on

Use technology to sustain savings
C

is just a feature

Lighting development example
The Report
• Do you have a recent
audit?
• Can you tell me about the
existing lighting?
• What are your current
utility rates?
• Do you have an existing
incentive program with the
local utility?

• Complete lighting audit
• Document lighting at night
and during the day
• Interview maintenance
personnel for known
failures or problems.

• Detailed report of
existing lighting and
proposed solution
• Current cost and retrofit
cost
• Return on the customers
investment.

The Proposal

The Call
Differentiate
I

Pre-award baseline resources
Panel readings, data loggers etc

Eval Discussion
Wireless Lighting Control
Computer

BACnet system
SQL database
SSL based https
server
Sensor Unit
PIR occupancy sensor
Ambient light sensor
Temperature sensor
Microprocessor
Wireless radio
Gateway
Wireless transmitter

Power Pack
Utility grade power meter
Latching relay
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Radar Chart of Priorities
wireless lighting controls

Based on the priorities how might this
become more favorable

Occupancy State
(not new)

Occupancy Patterns
(newer)
C

Improved System Control,
Better Payback,
Safer Resets, &
Leverages technologies
you already have

Eval Discussion
Demand Control Ventilation for Labs
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Radar Chart of Priorities
Lab ACH Sniffer System

Power Purchase Agreement
Sample PPA project: Electric (45kW) + Thermal (130kW)
Expected Annual Generation: 30,000 kWh & 9,000 Therms
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Power Purchase Agreement
• Rule #1: Be sure everyone understands the
concept of avoided cost…and what it will
mean

No Homework
I

Power Purchase Agreement

Input variables
Questionable

C

Weak NPV

Summary
•
•
•
•

Building the team
Knowing the pain points
Understanding the mission
Being involved for the long term

Questions
Matthew.Berbee@caltech.edu
mgudorf@uci.edu

